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  5/1/19 REUTERS LEGAL 22:10:12 REUTERS LEGAL Copyright (c) 2019 Thomson Reuters May 1, 2019 Fed Circuit affirms ‘unusual’ fee award against Stanford U in supplement patent case Jan Wolfe (Reuters) - A federal appeals court on Wednesday upheld a ruling that Stanford University and a patent holding company brought unreasonably weak infringement cases against two supplement companies and should cover $1.3 million they incurred in attorneys’ fees.   The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit affirmed an attorneys’ fee award to Hi-Tech Pharmaceuticals Inc and Vital Pharmaceuticals Inc, which had been sued by Stanford and ThermoLife International for allegedly infringing patents relating to the nutritional supplements arginine and lysine.   ”Hi-Tech expects that the Federal Circuit’s well-reasoned opinion will deter the filing of patent-infringement actions that lack reasonable pre-filing investigation,” said Bob Parsley of Miller & Martin, who represented Hi-Tech.   Lawyers for Stanford and ThermoLife did not immediately respond to requests for comment.   Between 1999 and 2008, researchers affiliated with Stanford were awarded four patents on compositions and methods of using arginine and lysine, amino acids that can be ingested to enhance vascular function. The lead inventor on the patents was John Cooke, a professor of medicine and the former director of the Stanford Cardiovascular Institute.   In 2013, Stanford exclusively licensed the four patents to ThermoLife, a patent enforcement company.   In 2013, ThermoLife brought more than 80 infringement cases against companies that make and sell supplements. All the defendants eventually settled except for Hi-Tech, Vital and the retailer GNC Holdings Inc.   The case were consolidated for pretrial purposes before U.S. District Judge Janis Sammartino in San Diego, California.   Eventually, in January 2015, Stanford was added as a plaintiff, through the filing of an amended complaint against all the defendants, to resolve a dispute about whether ThermoLife had standing to assert the patent on its own.   Sammartino held a bench trial on invalidity in August 2016. A month later, she held that all asserted claims of all four patents were anticipated by or obvious in light of prior medical discoveries.   After trial, Hi-Tech and Vital sought attorneys’ fees, arguing the case against them was particularly meritless and that the plaintiffs had done an inadequate investigation of their claims before filing suit. GNC did not join in that effort.   Sammartino later ruled that fee-shifting was warranted because Stanford and ThermoLife’s infringement theory was unreasonably weak.   On appeal, Stanford and ThermoLife argued that it was improper for the judge to award fees on that basis, since her bench trial had dealt only with invalidity and not infringement.   The Federal Circuit said in Wednesday’s decision that the fee award was unusual but nonetheless left it in place.   
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”We recognize that these are unusual cases in that the basis for the fee award had nothing to do with the only issues litigated to reach the judgment on the merits,” Circuit Judge Richard Taranto wrote on behalf of a three-judge panel. “Nevertheless, we see no abuse of discretion in the district court’s determination of exceptionality based on plaintiffs’ inadequate pre-suit investigation of infringement.”   The case is ThermoLife International LLC v. GNC Corporation, 18-1657, in the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit.   For ThermoLife: Robert Gajarsa of Latham & Watkins   For Stanford: William Atkins of Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw Pittman   For Hi-Tech: Robert Parsley of Miller & Martin   For Vital: Francis DiGiovanni of Drinker Biddle & Reath   ---- Index References ---- Company: DRINKER BIDDLE AND REATH LLP; GNC CORP; GNC HOLDINGS INC; HI TECH PHARMACEUTICALS INC; LATHAM AND WATKINS LLP; PILLSBURY WINTHROP SHAW PITTMAN LLP; THERMOLIFE INTERNATIONAL LLC; VITAL PHARMA INC News Subject: (Information Technology Crime (1IN42); Intellectual Property (1IN75); Judicial Cases & Rulings (1JU36); Legal (1LE33); Liability (1LI55); Patents (1PA79)) Industry: (Security (1SE29)) Language: EN Other Indexing: (MILLER & MARTIN) (Richard Taranto; Robert Gajarsa; Janis Sammartino; Robert Parsley; William Atkins; Francis DiGiovanni; Bob Parsley; Jonathan Gervaise Fitzpatrick Cooke; Jonathan Gervaise Fitzpatrick Cooke) Keywords: fedlit; ip (OCC:OLRTXT); (N2:US)Keywords: Word Count: 558 End of Document  © 2019 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.    


